The Monaghan Advantage

- Proprietary anti-static polymer delivers the intended dose of metered dose inhaler medication delivery
- Visual assurance of patient inhalation with the proprietary and unique FLOW-VU® Inspiratory Indicator
- Patient focused features such as instructions printed on the chamber to promote ongoing patient compliance
- Anatomically designed COMFORTSEAL® Masks contour gently to the face with minimal effort
- Minimal resistance to inhaled flow
- Validated for safety

AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® ANTI-STATIC VALVED HOLDING CHAMBER

For dose assurance, the AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® Anti-static Valved Holding Chamber (aVHC) is trusted for the delivery of metered dose inhaler (MDI) medication. Patient-centric design facilitates aerosol delivery and ensures that all patient populations receive the optimum amount of drug substantially equivalent to the MDI alone.

The first generation of AeroChamber® valved holding chambers was introduced over 35 years ago. The entire family of AeroChamber® devices is supported by hundreds of in vitro and in vivo studies, and has been validated in numerous third-party clinical evaluations for safety and efficacy.

VALVED HOLDING CHAMBERS ARE NOT ALL EQUIVALENT IN PERFORMANCE AND SHOULD NOT BE REGARDED AS INTERCHANGEABLE.

THE FACTS

The anti-static chamber design has been developed using MRI-based replicas (ADAM Models) of various patient age groups, along with 35-plus years of clinician and patient feedback.

Use of the AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® aVHC assures that uncoordinated patients (old and young) receive the optimal therapeutic dose substantially equivalent with the MDI alone.

The FLOW-VU® Inspiratory indicator moves as the patient breathes. For clinicians, the FLOW-VU® Indicator means you can confirm a proper seal, easily count patient breaths and have confidence that the patient has completed the inspiratory maneuver.
THE FACTS (continued)

Available with mouthpiece or COMFORTSEAL® Mask, the AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® aVHC family of products is designed to meet the needs of all your patients—from COPD elderly patients to infants.

Mask options contour gently to the face with minimal effort, including a new intermediate mask for patients whose facial dimensions fall between the medium and large mask.

REFERENCES

CLEANING IS EASY

AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® aVHC (12 month, reusable, single patient use)
- Designed for 12 months of use at home, clinic, or hospital environment
- AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® aVHC masks and chambers can be disassembled and are dishwasher safe. Carefully follow care and use instructions provided with the chamber.

ORDERING INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART #</th>
<th>NAME/DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>UNITS PER CASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79810</td>
<td>AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® aVHC w/Mouthpiece</td>
<td>cs/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79850</td>
<td>AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® aVHC w/Mouthpiece</td>
<td>cs/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88810</td>
<td>AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® aVHC w/Small COMFORTSEAL® Mask</td>
<td>cs/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78810</td>
<td>AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® aVHC w/Medium COMFORTSEAL® Mask</td>
<td>cs/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88910</td>
<td>AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® aVHC w/Intermediate COMFORTSEAL® Mask</td>
<td>cs/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80810</td>
<td>AEROCHAMBER PLUS® FLOW-VU® aVHC w/Large COMFORTSEAL® Mask</td>
<td>cs/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact your Monaghan Sales Territory Manager for more information or a demonstration.